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wherever they may descend after their long flight, they breed
to produce the dreaded hoppers which do so much harm to
any young crops in the line of their ordered march. In turn
the hoppers take flight as mature insects, creating havoc
wherever they go and providing the Arab with a welcome
addition to his diet when they have fattened on his crops
and pastures. The survivors disappear no one knows how
or whither, and the Arabs believe that they breed no more.
There is perhaps more fancy than fact in some of this lore,
which possibly serves, however, to record the bare observed
facts of locust visitations to Arabia.
The passage of the Mashura sands presented no difficulty
and we emerged on another gravel plain, steering towards a
gap between two further groups of dunes known as Taiyib
Ism and Qalalit. The outer line of Mashura seemed to run
down southward to the limit of our vision, the individual
dunes being also oriented with their horseshoe-shaped hollows
facing southward. Afar off to the left was said to lie the
watering of Khariqat al 'Ashaiyir, and I noticed in this area
that the sand-trails lay both to north and south of the little
bushes that dotted the plain. Whether this indicated a per-
manent balance between the prevailing winds or, as seemed
more probable, a transition from the earlier north wind to the
south wind now blowing, I cannot say. We passed between
the dune groups already mentioned on to an immense flat
plain of gravel which reminded me strongly of the great
Rakba plain along the eastern flank of the Hijaz mountains.
Zayid and 'Ali seemed a little vague about the nomen-
clature of these parts, and it was only by the irritating pro-
cess of continual questioning and sifting their often incon-
sistent and contradictory answers that I was able in the end
to piece together the topography of the region. The sands of
these outlying dunes appeared to form the boundary of the
Jafura desert on this side, while the gravel plain represented
a transition from it to the coastal cegion which could not now
be far off though the horizon ahead of us was far from in-
dicating either any dramatic change of scenery or the vicinity
of the wells of Ba'aij, which had been suggested as a suitable
spot for the evening's camp. We were, however, no longer in

